Northwest Regional Tactical Conference
Brought to you by Rangemaster
@ The Firearms Academy of Seattle
Onalaska, Washington
July 27-29, 2018
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C OURSE D ETAILS AND I NSTRUCTOR B IOS
D R . W ILLIAM A PRILL

Aprill Ris k Cons ulting
www. AprillRis kCons ulting.com

Dr. William Aprill is a licensed mental health professional with over 19 years of experience across the continuum of
clinical care. William is also a former deputy sheriff and Special Deputy U.S. Marshal. A decorated competitive and
defensive shooter, William has taught civilians, law enforcement, and military personnel in various fighting skills since
1990. He maintains an active schedule both as student and teacher, having been instructor-rated by several top-tier
trainers of the combative arts community. Through his company, Aprill Risk Consulting, William has presented on the
psychology of violence and several other defense-related topics across the country in collaboration with ShivWorks,
Lethal Force Institute, Rangemaster, Active Response Training, and several others.

Course Title:

Description:

Offering(s ):
Format:
Requirements :

Violent Ac ts and Ac tors
In this interactive lecture, participants will be led through contemporary theories and current, curated data on the
process by which criminals select their targets for violent aggression. The course will examine the internal thought
processes of the criminal psyche. William also analyzes the universe of typical "good guy" behavior, demeanors, and
attributes that might actually increase the chances of being selected for attack. Previous iterations of this material
have been presented to law enforcement agencies and private citizens' groups across the United States as well as in
international venues.
• Sunday, 1pm to 5pm, Outdoor Classroom Tent
Classroom Seminar
No requirements (other than note-taking materials)

M ASSAD A YOOB

Massad Ayoob Group
www.MassadAyoobGroup.com

Massad Ayoob is the founder and lead instructor of Massad Ayoob Group, based in Florida. He has served as an
editor of Guns Magazine and American Handgunner since the 1970s. He has published thousands of articles in gun
magazines, martial arts publications, and law enforcement journals; and he has authored over a dozen books. Mas
has been judicially recognized as an expert witness since 1979 and has consulted and testified in several high-profile
cases. He is one of approximately ten Five-Gun Masters among the 10,000-member International Defensive Pistol
Association, and he was the first to earn that title.

Course Title:
Description:
Offering(s ):
Format:
Requirements :

Uncon ventional Wis dom: Wh y Some Defenses Fail, and What DOES Work
Most criminal defense strategies in court are geared toward cultivating reasonable doubt. In a justifiable use-of-force
case, the dynamics are different. This session will analyze real criminal prosecutions to show the most effective ways
to build a self-defense legal strategy that wins in court.
• Saturday, 8am to 10am, Outdoor Classroom Tent
• Sunday, 8am to 10am, Indoor Classroom
Classroom Seminar
None
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L ORI B IGLEY
Lori Bigley is a production engineer in Joplin, MO and a Rangemaster-certified instructor who began teaching
as part of the Rangemaster Trainers Apprenticeship Program (RTAP). She has trained extensively with Tom
and Lynn Givens and now assists on the range, particularly with ladies-only classes.

Course Title:

Description:
Offering(s ):
Format:
Requirements :

Pis tol Fundamentals ( L ad ies On l y; T au g h t wit h L yn n G iven s)
This course is a four-hour live-fire block on defensive handgun skills, strictly for female participants. Lori will lead the
participants through a series of drills designed to reinforce and strengthen their gun-handling and shooting skills.
These drills will involve presentation from the holster, accurate shooting, multiple shots, target transitions, efficient
reloading, and pistol malfunctions.

• Friday, 8am to 12 noon, 7-Yard Range
Live-Fire, Ladies Only (Men are welcome to attend and watch, but only ladies are allowed on the firing line.)
Participants will need a reliable handgun, holster, at least one spare magazine, eye and ear protection, and 200
rounds of ammunition. This class will only cover semi-automatic pistols (sorry, no revolvers).

C ECIL B URCH

Immediate Ac tion Combatives
www. iacombatives.com

Cecil Burch has been a firearms enthusiast since age 12 and a martial artist since age 16. He now has over 35 years
of experience in martial arts and combative methods, and he is a first-degree black belt in Brazilian jiu-jitsu. Cecil
has traveled extensively and conducted seminars across the U.S. and internationally. He has been a featured
presenter at the Mid-Atlantic Training Conference, the New England Shooter’s Summit, the Rangemaster Tactical
Conference, and several other venues. He has worked extensively with law enforcement officers, federal air
marshals, military special operation troops, and private citizens on the functional use of Brazilian jiu-jitsu, boxing, and
clinch-fighting in close quarters combat.

Course Title:

Description:

Offering(s ):
Format:

Survi ving the Knock-Out Game (Sta ying Conscious Agains t the Sudden Assault)
The world around us is a busy and hectic place, making huge demands on our ability to stay focused on possibly
dangerous situations. Sometimes, no matter how hard we try, we fail maintain awareness. Rather than ignore that or
engage in wishful thinking, the smart person develops the ability to deal with these failures. The Immediate Action
Combatives “Surviving the Knock-Out Game” course gives laypeople a realistic and functional set of concepts,
techniques, methodologies, training drills, and experiences to prepare for just this kind of scenario. All techniques
and concepts are high percentile applications that can be effective in a wide spectrum of confrontations. Training
consists of presentation, drilling, and force-on-force evolutions that give participants immediate feedback on efficacy
of the skills learned. The goal is not to create a professional boxer or MMA competitor; instead, it’s to provide
participants — who have limited training time and resources — with solid fundamentals to counter a sudden and
violent surprise attack.
• Friday, 3pm-5pm, Carbine Range
• Sunday, 10am to 12 noon, 7-Yard Range
Hands-on, Force-on-Force (light contact)
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Requirements :

(Burch, Surviving the
Knock-Out Game)

These methods are for almost everyone, regardless of physical condition – young, old, male, female, athlete or not.
You do NOT have to be a professional fighter to perform at a functional level. Participants may work at the pace
that is comfortable for them, while also having an opportunity to safely push the limits of their individual
performance in a controlled environment. What you’ll need: loose, comfortable but durable clothes; note-taking
materials; and an open mind. If you have a mouthpiece and cup, bring those too. An inert training pistol (blue gun,
red gun, etc.) would be useful, too.

L YNN G IVENS

Rangemas ter Firearms Tra ining Services
www. Rangemas ter.com

Lynn Givens is a certified handgun instructor with over 2,500 hours of study under some of the most highly respected
experts in the country. Because of her experiences with a stalker, Lynn has worked extensively with women facing
similar problems. For this work, she was recognized with a plaque from the local Attorney General’s office and
featured in Concealed Carry magazine and At Home Tennessee magazine. Lynn assists with Rangemaster
advanced classes all over the United States.

Course Title:

Description:

Offering(s ):
Format:
Requirements :

Trip Your Trigger ( L ad i e s On ly; T au g h t wit h L o ri Big l ey)
Want to hit with your pistol? Learn how to work your trigger correctly! Lynn Givens and Lori Bigley will lead a series of
drills that strengthen and refine students’ trigger manipulation. The course features several trigger-focused exercises
that enhance, ingrain, and habituate effective trigger control and increase accuracy and consistency. This block is
restricted to ladies only. It is also not suitable for beginners (must have prior formal training and be familiar with safe
handgun operation, presentation, holstering, and basic marksmanship).
• Saturday, 1pm to 5pm, 7-Yard Range
Live-Fire
(1) High-quality semi-automatic handgun of at least 9mm caliber (sorry, no revolvers); (2) at least two magazines
(three would be better); (3) two magazine pouches; (4) a non-collapsing belt holster that covers the trigger guard; (5)
eye and ear protection; (6) approximately 250 rounds of ammunition. This course is restricted to ladies only. Men are
welcome to observe but will not be allowed to join the firing line.

T OM G IVENS

Rangemas ter Firearms Tra ining Services
www. Rangemas ter.com

After a 25-year career in law enforcement and specialized security work, Tom opened his own pistol range in
Memphis, TN in 1996. For 18 years, it was the primary source of handgun carry permit certification for the greater
Memphis area. Soon joined by his wife Lynn, the training duo formed Rangemaster Firearms Training Services to
share their expertise with a much broader audience. They now travel across the country and around the world to arm
responsible citizens with the skills and knowledge needed to effectively protect themselves and their families.

Course Title #1:

Course
Description:

The 1986 Miami Shootout: A Debrief
This is a two-hour analytical discussion of one of the pivotal gun battles of modern times. On April 11, 1986, the FBI
engaged two heavily-armed serial bank robbers on the public streets of Miami. The resulting shootout had a profound
effect on training, equipment, and ammunition development in the late 1980s and 1990s, laying the groundwork for
much that we take for granted today. The agents involved were in unmarked cars, in civilian clothing, and armed with
concealed handguns, just like today’s average CCW permit holder. Given those similarities, this session aims to help
armed citizens best heed the lessons learned on that fateful day.
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Offering(s ):
Format:
Requirements :
Course Title #2 :
Course
Description:
Offering(s ):
Format:
Requirements :
Course Title #3:
Course
Description:

Offering(s ):
Format:
Requirements :

• Friday, 10am to 12 Noon, Indoor Classroom
Classroom Seminar
None

Perfecting Pis tol Practice
This is a four-hour live-fire range session. The focus will be on skill development and relevant skill drills to enhance
your practice for real world defensive capability.
• Saturday, 8am to 12 Noon, Main Range
Live-Fire
Students will need a concealed handgun, eye/ear protection, and about 250 rounds of ammunition. Students are
encouraged to have at least three magazines or speedloaders for the handgun.

Defining the Threat
This two-hour lecture and PowerPoint presentation centers on designing a training program for armed private
citizens. Tom defines and examines the actual threat and then suggests a template for success in training. Anyone
who provides defensive training to others should attend, as well as all practitioners concerned about their own
personal security. If you never do it for anyone else, you are in charge of setting up a training program for yourself!
• Sunday, 10am to 12 Noon, Indoor Classroom
Classroom Seminar
None

M ARTY H AYES

Firearms Academ y of Seattle
www. Firearms Academ y.com

After spending years as a police officer, competitive shooter, and police firearms instructor, Marty Hayes founded the
Firearms Academy of Seattle in 1990. He now serves as its director and president. For two decades, he has been
teaching firearms and self-defense to the Seattle/Portland area, with thousands of satisfied students.

Course Title:

Description:

Offering(s ):
Format:
Requirements :

Simplifying Your Defensive Handgunning Skill Set
Over the past three decades, Marty worked to perfect a method of teaching defensive handgunning that is intuitive,
easy to understand, and effective for students under nearly all environmental conditions. The finished product: one
easy-to-learn technique that extends to static shooting, shooting on the move, shooting moving targets, shooting one
handed, and shooting in low light. Recent FAS students (last 10 years) have learned this method of shooting, called
“the default stance concept.” In this two-hour block of instruction, participants will come to understand why this
method of shooting is easier and more logical than other methods currently being taught.
• Saturday, 8am to 10am, Low Light House
• Sunday, 8am to 10am, Low Light House
Live-Fire
Please bring a reliable handgun and holster, 100 rounds of handgun ammunition, and a very open mind.
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J OHN H EARNE

Rangemas ter Firearms Tra ining Services
www. Rangemas ter.com

John has been a federal law enforcement officer since 1992, serving primarily in uniformed patrol. He currently works
as an instructor (firearms, tactics, active shooter & use of force), an armorer, and a field training officer for his agency.
John’s firearms instructor certifications include Federal Law Enforcement Training Center (FLETC) (Pistol, Revolver,
Shotgun, Rifle, and Select-Fire); Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Police Firearms Instructor; National Rifle
Association (NRA); Tactical Shooting; Rangemaster Advanced Instructor Certification; and others. John is a noted
researcher and speaker and has been speaking at a variety of national and international venues since 2005.

Course Title #1:

Course
Description:

Offering(s ):
Format:
Requirements :
Course Title #2 :
Course
Description:

Offering(s ):
Format:
Requirements :

Performance Under Fire (Two Parts )
This extended training session is the centerpiece of the annual Tactical Conference in the spring, and we are excited
to bring it to the West Coast. John’s lecture series is the culmination of several years of research into who wins
gunfights, who loses, and how their prior training affected the outcomes. Training psychology and current theories of
adult skill-learning and decision-making are examined in detail with an eye toward devising a more effective training
program for those who may find themselves in harm’s way. Due to the length (eight hours) and intensity of this
presentation, it will be offered in two segments.
• Part 1: Friday, 1pm to 5pm, Outdoor Classroom Tent
• Part 2: Saturday, 1pm to 5pm, Outdoor Classroom Tent
Classroom Seminar
None (note-taking materials strongly suggested)

Close Range Carbine
This class introduces the unique problems associated with using the AR-pattern rifle at shorter distances. Topics
covered include snap shooting, reliable safety manipulation, sight offset concerns, appropriate ready positions, and
reloads. Disclaimer: This class will make extensive use of dry practice to maximize learning. Don’t expect to fire a
single live round in the first hour. There will be no magazine dumps at ten yards. This class’s context is that of the
armed citizen or uniformed patrol officer, not the Delta-SEAL-Operator Dude.
• Sunday, 8am to 12 Noon, Carbine Range
Live-Fire
•
•
•
•

A carbine (AR-pattern highly recommended)
150 rounds of ammunition for your carbine
At least three empty magazines
Hearing and eye protection and a brimmed hat

J OHN H OLSCHEN

Wes t Coas t Armory North
www. Wes tCoas tArmoryNorth. com

John has many years of service in the U.S. Special Operations community as an operator and a trainer. As a civilian
trainer he has worked to convert his specialized skills in the areas of weapons and combative techniques into useful
defensive curricula for private citizens. John has placed among the top participants in the National Tactical
Invitational (NTI) multiple times and has been recognized as a “Master Instructor” and “Master Tactician” by the
American Tactical Shooters Association.

Course Title:

Low Light Handgun Skills
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Description:

(Holschen, Low Light
Handgun Skills)

Offering(s ):
Format:

Requirements :

In this session we will explore handgun and flashlight techniques for the following low light situations:
• Immediate Threat – No flashlight, handgun in holster
• Immediate Threat – Flashlight in hand, handgun in holster
• Moving, searching, and engaging a threat
• Utilizing cover or shooting around structures
• Friday, 10am to 12 Noon, Low Light House
• Saturday, 10am to 12 Noon, Low Light House
Live-Fire
•
•
•
•
•

A functional handgun
2 or 3 magazines if using a semi-automatic handgun (2 or 3 speed loaders if using a revolver)
150 rounds of ammunition
Hearing and eye protection
A hand-held flashlight (weapon-mounted lights may be used, but a hand-held light is still required)

D R . S HERMAN H OUSE

The Civilian De fender
www. CivilianDefender.com

Dr. Sherman A. House has a thriving dentistry practice just outside of Nashville, TN and has been a healthcare
provider for nearly two decades. Before becoming a dentist, Dr. House was a fireman, an emergency medical
technician, and a Shotgun Messenger for the West Coast Armored Truck Company in Washington State. He
participated in security operations at the 1999 WTO Riots in Seattle, WA. Dr. House is the originator of the Civilian
Defender training concept. He has personally saved lives using CPR, Rescue Breathing, AED, TCCC, ACLS, PHTLS,
and the Heimlich Maneuver. He has studied extensively in the defensive arts (both armed and unarmed), as well as
self-defense law, emergency medicine, criminal psychology, and tactical driving. He is also a Rangemaster-certified
pistol and shotgun instructor.

Course Title:

Civilian Defender: Improvis ed Trauma Care (The MacGyver School of Medicine )
“Do what you can, with what you have, where you are.” -Theodore Roosevelt

Description:

Offering(s ):
Format:
Requirements :

This high-yield, informative seminar will highlight the operative needs of the Civilian Defender when confronted with
trauma from interpersonal violence, spree killers, motor vehicle collisions, or other mass casualty incidents. Heavy
emphasis will be placed on improvising medical interventions where conventional trauma care materials are
inaccessible, either because you didn’t bring them, or because of other circumstances beyond your control.
Objective, scientific analysis and measurement will be used to assess the efficacy of those interventions.
• Friday, 1pm to 5pm, 7-Yard Range
• Sunday, 1pm to 5pm, 7-Yard Range
Hands-on, Interactive
Medical skills/medical training are not required! Students are strongly encouraged to bring only what they honestly
everyday-carry (EDC), whether that includes medical equipment or not. Also, note-taking materials are required.
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T IFFANY J OHNSON

Front Sight Press (FrontSightPress.com)
Citizens Safety Academy (Citizens Safety. com)

In addition to being mentored by Tom and Lynn Givens and other Rangemaster instructors, Tiffany has trained under
Jim Higginbotham, John Farnam, Massad Ayoob, John Murphy, Paul Sharp, Craig Douglas, and several others. She
has earned instructor credentials from the State of Tennessee, the State of Mississippi, the National Rifle Association
(Training Counselor), and Rangemaster (Advanced Instructor Certification). Tiffany is a practicing attorney, a legal
research and writing consultant, and a Legal Studies instructor at the University of Memphis. She also coaches
lawyers and educators on presentation skills and visual rhetoric. Tiffany teaches firearms classes with Citizens Safety
Academy and assists with Rangemaster classes. She also blogs at FrontSightPress.com and now offers web design
and instructional design services to fellow firearms instructors.

Course Title:

Description:

Offering(s ):
Format:
Requirements :

Uns uck Your PowerPoint
In this session, Tiffany expands on her past Tac-Con training blocks to offer several quick and easy pointers to keep
eyes glued and attention focused on your classroom presentation slides. High-quality slides enhance trainers’
credibility and professionalism, help students understand and retain the information, and improve students’
performance in class, on the range, and beyond. This will be a hands-on workshop with specific, step-by-step
instructions on exactly what you can do within PowerPoint (or KeyNote, Prezi, Google Slides, etc.) to make your
classroom presentations more useful to your students. Feel free to bring laptops and work on your own course
content during the session.
• Friday, 1pm to 3pm, Indoor Classroom
Classroom Lecture
No required equipment or gear. However, attendees are encouraged to bring laptops or printouts of their own
presentation slides and other instructional materials, so they can take notes directly where they apply and test out
some of the suggested techniques in real time for a more hands-on experience.

B ELLE M C C ORMACK

Firearms Academ y of Seattle
www. Firearms Academ y.com

Belle McCormack is student coordinator and a staff instructor for the Firearms Academy of Seattle. She has been
shooting for several years, and for the last three years has dedicated her life to learning the craft of teaching
defensive hand-gunning. She is an avid IDPA and USPSA shooter and a regular host on The Polite Society Podcast.

Course Title:
Description:
Offering(s ):
Format:
Requirements :

Moving Targets
Knowing how to effectively engage moving targets is one of the most critical aspects of defensive shooting, but
people seldom get the opportunity to learn and practice this skill. This entry-level block of instruction will teach you
the four basic methods of hitting moving targets: tracking, overtaking, trapping, and ambush.
• Friday, 8am to 10am, Main Range
• Friday, 10am to 12 Noon, Main Range
Live-Fire
Attendees should bring a reliable handgun, 100 rounds of jacketed ammunition, a belt holster, eye protection, and ear
protection.
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E D M ONK

Las t Resort Firearms Training
(870) 2 73-1113

With experience as a law enforcement officer, school teacher, firearms trainer, and Army officer, Ed Monk has been
researching, analyzing, and providing training on the active shooter threat for over ten years. He has given
presentations on the topic to universities, schools, churches, law enforcement agencies, and other audiences in
multiple states, and he currently trains the armed faculty and staff of an Arkansas school district. Ed is co-owner and
instructor at Last Resort Firearms Training in White Hall, AR, where he trains students on the defensive use of
handguns and other firearms.

Course Title:

Description:

Offering(s ):
Format:
Requirements :

Ac ti ve Shooter Threat & Response (GTFI T)
This presentation will better prepare good, armed people to quickly recognize and stop an active shooter. This
preparation includes mental, gear, and tactical considerations. Its main focus is that TIME is the most important
factor, for both planning and response. The presentation begins with a study of several active shooter attacks, divided
into three categories: attacks with no resistance; attacks with effective resistance; and attacks motivated by radical
Islam. We will study the details of what happened in each attack to identify lessons learned for the armed responder.
We’ll then use trends and pattern analysis to offer recommendations for organizational and individual preparation for
(and responses to) active shooter attacks. Topics will include policies, mindset, weapon choice, tactics, and training
needed to stop an active shooter quickly. We’ll also discuss countering emotional opposition to armed citizen
involvement, minimizing the chance of misidentification (friendly fire) by cops and other armed citizens, school
specific data, non-gun attacks, and possible tough decisions while countering an active shooter.
• Saturday, 1pm to 5pm, Indoor Classroom
• Sunday, 1pm to 5pm, Indoor Classroom
Classroom Seminar
Note-taking materials are strongly recommended.

J OHN M URPHY

FP F Tra ining
www. fpftraining.com

John served ten years in the Marine Corps and currently works for the Department of Defense. However, he has
learned much more about shooting and self-defense outside the military than he ever did during his service. John has
trained under some of the most respected firearms instructors in the country, including John Farnam, Louis
Awerbuck, Kelly McCann, Pat Rogers, Jeff Gonzales, Pat Goodale, and Tom Givens. He incorporates the best and
most practical methods from his own experience and those of his mentors. He prides himself on teaching proven
techniques that work for average citizens looking to protect themselves, their families, and their communities.

Course Title:

Description:

Offering(s ):

CC W Skills Beyond the Gun (Two Parts )
The right of self-defense comes with enormous legal and moral responsibilities. The knowledge required to be a safe,
effective, and prudent armed citizen goes far beyond just carrying a firearm and accurate shooting. Concealed Carry:
Skills Beyond the Gun fills that knowledge void by going in-depth on the aspects and perspectives of concealed carry
that aren’t addressed in basic permit courses or advanced shooting classes. Part 1 of this two-part course is the
classroom portion, featuring a multi-media presentation and interactive seminar. Part 2 then transitions to practical
application in a live-fire setting. Both parts are designed to immerse students in the realities of social interaction while
armed via “Recognition-Based Decision Modelling” in a scenario-based learning environment.
• Part 1: Saturday, 8am to 12 Noon, Indoor Classroom
• Part 1: Sunday, 8am to 12 Noon, Outdoor Classroom Tent (Repeat)
• Part 2: Sunday, 1pm to 5pm, Main Range
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Format:
Requirements :

• Part 1: Classroom Seminar
• Part 2: Live-Fire
• Part 1: No requirements (other than note-taking materials and an open mind)
• Part 2: Reliable handgun and secure holster; 200 rounds of ammunition; eye and ear protection

K ARL R EHN

KR Training
www. krtraining. com

Karl Rehn is a trainer, researcher, shooting competitor and range owner. He is the lead instructor for KR Training, a
Central Texas training company that has been in business since 1991. His credentials include Grand Master ratings
in four USPSA divisions, Rangemaster Advanced instructor, NRA Training Counselor, NRA Practical Pistol Coach,
and Texas state certified instructor for law enforcement, License to Carry, and School Safety/Active Shooter courses.

Course Title:

Description:

Offering(s ):
Format:

Requirements :

His torical Handgun (Two Parts )
Part 1 is a four-hour lecture covering the evolution of handgun technique, training and equipment from 1930 to the
present day. For each decade, Karl identifies the people, books, drills, innovations, and world events that had the
biggest impact on handgunning in that era and beyond. Part 2 is a four-hour live-fire session that introduces
participants to qualification courses of fire from each decade (1930 to present day). Courses will be shot and scored
using the targets, techniques, and assessment standards of their respective decades.
• Part 1: Friday, 8am to 12 Noon, Outdoor Classroom Tent
• Part 2: Saturday, 1pm to 5pm, Main Range
• Part 1: Classroom Seminar
• Part 2: Live-Fire
For Part 2, participants will need 400 rounds of ammunition and at least one handgun (you may shoot the entire
session with any handgun type). For a more historically accurate experience, students are encouraged (but not
required) to bring multiple action types and to shoot each drill with a handgun contemporary to that era (for example,
a double action revolver, 1911-style handgun, DA/SA semiauto, and a striker-fired pistol, with 100 rounds for each).

L EE W EEMS

Firs t Pers on Safety
www. firs tpers onsafety. com

Lee Weems has been a law enforcement officer since January of 1999 and currently serves as the Chief Deputy of
the Oconee County, Georgia Sheriff's Office. He is a member of the Board of Directors of the Georgia Association of
Law Enforcement Firearms Instructors (GALEFI) and holds the GALEFI Master Instructor Certification. He is the
owner and operator of First Person Safety and holds numerous instructor certifications from Rangemaster, the
Georgia Peace Officer Standards and Training Council, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Federal Law
Enforcement Training Center, and others.

Course Title #1:
Description:

Police-Citizen Contacts
This presentation will explore the legal guidelines handed down by the United States Supreme Court governing
contacts between citizens and peace officers. Lee will thoroughly explain reasonable articulable suspicion (RAS),
probable cause (PC), and how they apply to seizures of persons and property — especially with respect to the armed
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citizen. He will also discuss the legal standards courts commonly apply in criminal and civil cases to decide whether
the use of force — and the level, intensity, and duration of that force — is legally justified.

Offering(s ):
Format:
Requirements :
Course Title #2 :
Description:
Offering(s ):
Format:
Requirements :

• Friday, 8am to 10am, Indoor Classroom
• Classroom Seminar
Note-taking material strongly suggested.

Shotgun Manipulations
This class focuses on the safe and potent operation of the defensive shotgun. It will begin with the basic operation of
the shotgun and progress through a series of manipulation intensive drills so participants garner a thorough
understanding of how to run their gun and keep it running.
• Friday, 1pm to 5pm, Shotgun Range
• Saturday, 8am to 12 Noon, Shotgun Range
• Live-Fire
• Pump or semi-auto shotgun with a tubular magazine and that is capable of having rounds directly loaded into the
ejection port/chamber
• 125 rounds of bird shot
• Hearing/eye protection and a brimmed hat (yes, the hat is required)

G ABE W HITE

Gabe White Training
www. Gabe WhiteTra ining.com

Gabe White is a defensive handgun instructor and competitive shooter in the Pacific Northwest. He comes from a
pure private citizen background and seeks to develop students' technical and tactical excellence. Gabe is deeply
committed to competing and training with his actual concealed carry gear at a high technical level in addition to
adhering to safe and effective tactics and self-defense practices. Gabe is the Chief Instructor of the Public Range
FTU and the public defensive handgun training program for the Clackamas County Sheriff’s Office in Oregon. Gabe
holds FAST Challenge Coin No. 9; he’s one of only four people worldwide to shoot the Rogers Shooting School Test
clean; and he’s the only person worldwide to clean it from concealment.

Course Title:

Description:

Offering(s ):
Format:
Requirements :

Tac tical Success with Technical Skills
This course offers practical methods of balancing technical skills with tactical priorities. We’ll begin by covering the
core technical skills of drawing, ready position presentations, and shooting — all practiced in isolation. Then we’ll
apply those skills on-demand and under pressure, while safely managing the tactical and spatial challenges of a
square range environment. Students will have to serial-task, work alongside multiple nearby shooters, constantly
manage their muzzle direction, recognize when to stop shooting, and engage in quick and constant decision-making.
This is not a beginner class. Prior defensive handgun training is required (including safely drawing and re-holstering).
• Friday, 1pm to 5pm, Main Range
• Sunday, 8am to 12 Noon, Main Range
Live-Fire
Attendees will need the following: (1) Safe and reliable handgun and non-collapsing holster (strong-side or appendix);
(2) at least three magazines; (3) eye and ear protection; (4) a brimmed hat; and (5) 300 rounds of ammunition.
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